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Controlled fire turns into a wildfire near Lopez Lake
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By Aegefci iM ritat*
Doüy Sloff Writer
Cal Poly students cruising along the information superhigh­way now have the chance to win a $10,000 scholarship. All they have to do is create their own home page and enter it in “The Vivarin There’s No Place Like Home Pages Contest.”Vivarin is sponsoring the con­test because students are among its main users, said Jane Fried- berg, contest spokeswoman.“(Vivarin) wants to honor stu­dents,” she said. “Vivarin real­izes that many of the true in­novators on the World Wide Web are college students, not just cor­porations.”Entries will be judged on creativity, design, content, ease of use and the value of the ser­vice provided. Friedberg said.There is virtually no limit as to what someone can do with their home page, said Steve Rut­
land of Cal Poly Information Technology Services.Some of the things students put on their home pages can in­clude descriptions of themselves and their families, their work history and activities or even photographs, Rutland said.He estimated that well over 1,000 Cal Poly students have home pages.The contest is open to all col­lege students in the United States and so far Vivarin has received over 300 entries. Fried- berg said.The contest deadline has been extended to Dec. 31 to allow more students to enter, she added. Winners will be an­nounced in February.Along with the $10,000 scholarship grand prize, there will be one second place winner who will get a Panasonic palmcorder. Friedberg said.There will also be two third place winners who will get Sharp
stereo-cassette recorders with CD players. And two people receiving honorable mention awards will get Sharp AM/FM stereo-cassette recorders.Any Cal Poly student with an AIX account can create a home page, Rutland said.To begin creating a home page, students need to first ac­cess the Cal Poly home page at: http:ZAvww.calpoly.edu, Rutland said.Once on the Cal Poly home page, pick the link called Com­puting Resources and Informa­tion.Then, on that page there will be a link called Information for Cal Poly World Wide Web Providers. Under that link, stu­dents will find instructions on how to create their own home page, Rutland said.
Once their home page is created, students can send it to V i v a r i n  a t :  http://www.vivarin.com/vivarin/.
By Mefisso M. Geisler
Assisfonf Sports EditorWhat started out as a 1,400- acre controlled burn near Lopez Lake Thursday scorched more than 3,250 acres and was still burning out of control at press timeA windblown ember crossed the control lines at about 11:30 a.m. on an isolated, dry area on the Huasna Cattle Ranch, about 20 miles east of Arroyo Grande.The California Department of Forestry (CDF) started the con­trolled burn around 9 a.m.Controlled burns are started by fires dropped from helicopters, said CDF Public Information Of­ficer Ben Stewart.‘The wind shoved the fire out­side of the control lines,” Stewart said. “We were not expecting this to happen.”The winds picked up just at the right time, Stewart said, and started a “spot” fire, one which goes outside of the control lines.CDF fireman Neil Bullock said the fire was 80 percept con­tained at press time and was traveling in a southwestern direction. The east, north and most of the west side were con­tained, he said.Stewart explained that CDF has been setting more controlled fires since the Highway 41 fire in
1994.“One of the main things after the Highway 41 fire is that people said that we should have more controlled fires,” Stewart said “Wo are firmly behind con­trolled fires but these are some of the problems associated with (setting) them.“We are playing with fire,” Stewart continued. “We are going to have things like this and they are just going to happen. They get out of control and that’s the hard thing about them.”CDF had 20 fire engines, five air tankers, two helicopters, three bulldozers, and around 180 people fighting the wildfire, Stewart said.Fire engines and firefighters were from all over the county, in­cluding some from Grover Beach, Oceano, Arroyo Grande, Pismo Beach, Santa Maria and San Luis ObispoNo injuries were reported and no homes were evacuated.Stewart showed concern about the approach of dusk and the idea of fighting the fire at night, the time of day that fires are most dangerous.“If those winds don’t die out soon we could be in for a long night,” Stewart said. T he only thing we don’t have control over is the weather.”
Local residents angered 
by oil drilling meeting
By C«s1m  Calnayster
Doily Stoff Writer ______
A  controlled fire slipped out of the control lines on Thursday near Lopez Lake, burning more than 3 ,2 5 0  acres /  
Daily photo by Juan Martinez
Home page design could win $10,000
More th a n  150 people crammed into the San Luis Obispo Vets Hall Wednesday eve­ning demanding “No offshore drilling,” but after only an hour of discussion, less then 50 people remained.“All of us feel they have not been listening,” said Ann Steele, a concerned citizen.One man turned to his wife and said: “Let’s leave — this is not worth it. It's obvious they are not going to listen.”“Emotions were so high,” Steele said after people left, “there was no time for every­thing to be expressed. The Mineral Management has not been cognizant of the disaster we are wheeling toward.”Cal Poly environmental en­gineer junior Bo French attended the meeting and was not pleased.“It was hard to tell what they were talking about,” French said. T heir intentions were vague. It left me feeling like, what was the point of the meeting?They wanted public input, but the only input they are going to get is that people don’t want it.”
According to Dean Hargis, vice president of the Santa Bar­bara environmental consulting firm of Dames &  Moore, and Mineral Management Service (MMS) representative Fred
White, they were only trying to explain what the study would en­tail and get public comment so as to focus the issues they should address.T h e  study addresses the un­developed offshore leases that al­ready exist,” Hargis said.Someone countered that, as­king, “Why bother if it is not going to go through?”“We want to look ahead to a number of developments and say what if?’" Hargis responded T hen you can use the informa­tion in a number of ways. We really want your input.”But the only input the people wanted to give was, “Go away, don’t bother us.”It became clear the audience had no intention of following the agenda that the representatives for the CCKXTER proposal had prepared.One man stood up and said: “We don’t want it — if we say we don’t want it, why do you keep coming back? If it’s not going to happen then why are you here?” The same audience member became angry and threw his papers on the floor and shouted; “If I see offshore drilling. I’m get­ting my gun. We don’t want it.” When former Executive Direc­tor for ECOSLO Kurt Küpper stood and interrupted Barbara Luis, the consultants facilitator, when she began asking the
See MEETING page 3
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2 0  school days remaining in fa ll quarter.
TODAY'S WEATHER: partially cloudy morning, warmer weather 
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: breezy afternoons, low clouds 
Today's high/low: 80s/ 30s Tomorrow's high/low: 80s/ 40s
In the market for skis, hockey sticks, surfboards, and other 
sports equipment? The public is invited to the second annual 
Sports Swap at Laguna Middle School Oct. 28. The event is open 
from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Admission is $2  per person and proceeds 
go toward the Laguna Middle School PTA.
A multimedia presentation on issues in journalism ethics is taking place at 
3 p.m. in U.U. 220. Christopher Meyers, professor of philosophy at Cal State 
Bakersfield, is presenting "Media Mayhem: Ethics and Contemporary U.S. 
Journalism."
Sheldon Hockney, chairman of the National Endowment for Humanities, is 
speaking in the Business Bldg, room 213 ot 7 p.m. The lecture will focus on the 
importance of humanities in American life.
Upcoming
The Ballroom Dance Club is having a Latin Dance workshop Oct. 28 at 12 
p.m. The workshop will be held at Pat Jackson's American Dance Studio, (Behind 
Smart and Final). There is a $2 charge for members and $5 charge for non­
members. The club olso meets every Sunday night. Beginning lessons start at 
5:45 p.m. and intermediate lessons beginning at 6:45 p.m. For more information, 
call 783-2571.
Oktoberfest 4-Mile Fun Run is taking place Oct. 29 at 9 a.m. The run 
begins in front of The Salty Pelican in Los Osos. Registration begins at 7:30 a.m. 
and the run fee of $5 includes a T-shirt. All proceed benefit the Morro Boy High 
School's cross country team. For more information, call 528-0775.
Agendo Items: c/o  Nataska Collins, Graphic Arts 226, Cal Poly 93407 —  
Phone: 7S 6-1796 Fax:756-6784
***Please svbniit information at least three days prior to the event***
Film makers look to San Luis Obispo
People in the News
Pips^
L U »  A N U t L E S  —  “Roseanne” star John Groociinan will play good guy Mitch in a CBS version Sunday of the Ten­nessee Williams classic “A Streetcar Named Desire.”
“I’m just so happy,” Good­man said in an interview for Friday’s “Extra” TV entertain­ment news show. “This is my favorite American play.”
Karl Malden, who won an Academy Award as best sup­porting actor in the 1951 film version of “Streetcar,” gave Goodman a good luck charm.
“He gave me the first edition of the British published play of ‘Streetcar Named Desire.’ I opened it and it said, ‘Dear John, I hope you have as much fun playing Mitch as I did. Sin­cerely, Karl Malden,”* Goodman recalled. “They had to peel me off the ceiling.”
Giuliani did not respond to the needling at a news con­ference Thursday but reiterated his characterization of the
Cuban leader as a torturer and denier of human rights.When Castro’s motorcade headed off to the airport from the Cuban U.N. Mission on Manhattan’s East Side Wednes­day night, nearby residents cheered. It meant no more having to carry identification to walk down their street.
NEW YORK — Fidel Castro, snubbed and denounced by Mayor Rudolph Giuliani during his five-day visit for the United Nations’ 50th anniversary celebration, retaliated a few hours before leaving the city.
“1 would not vote for the mayor,” the Cuban president, grinning, told The New York Times during an interview Wed- ne.sday. “It’s not just because he didn’t invite me to dinner, but because on my way into town from the airport there were such enormous potholes.”
FORT WORTH. Texas — CBS has experienced some
rocky times lately — “the most challenging period I’ve been through at CBS News,” Dan Rather says.
“To use a Texas term. I’ve seen goat-ropin’s and space shots, but I ain’t never seen anything like this,” the 34-year CBS newsman said Wednesday.
The NFL defected to Fox, and then the network lost several affiliates. There also was the conflict with Connie Chung, who was dumped as co­anchor.
Broadcasting the “CBS Eve­ning News” from 'TV studios in his home state. Rather, who turns 64 on Tuesday, was asked if he might return permanently someday.
“I don’t honestly know. I love what I’m doing. It has never worked for me to think very far ahead,” Rather said.
By Rebecca Nordguist
fkiil« t^nff Wiitpr
San Luis Obispo County is on the road to show-biz.With over $62,000 pumped into local communities this sum­mer from commercials, the San Luis Obispo County Film Com­mission continues to audition the county’s aptitude.“We send scouts from the film­ing companies booklets showing gorgeous scenes from all over the county,” said Public Relations Manager Lynne Latronica from the San Luis Obispo County Visitors & Conference Bureau.“The pictures vary from the harbor in Morro Bay, horse ranches in Paso Robles and the ocean a ro u n d  C a m b r ia ,” Latronica said.Mazda, Chrysler, IBM and Jeep are among this summer’s clients producing commercials in Cambria/San Simeon, Nipomo, San Luis Obispo Mountain and San Luis Obispo.
“W inding ro ad s, dense chaparral, lakes, ocean cliffs and sand dunes are just a few of the natural settings this county can offer a film crew,” said Jonni Biaggini, executive director of the San Luis Obispo County Film Commission in a press release.“Since thousands of dollars a day are spent in the. filming process, (San Luis Obispo) Coun­ty can’t afford not to showcase it­self to the film industry,” Biag­gini added.The county recently hosted feature films such as “Little G ian ts ,” filmed in Arroyo Grande, “Arachnophobia” in Cambria and “My Blue Heaven” in Atascadero. Latronica said the 30-day filming of “Little Giants” drew approximately $450,000 into the county.“There are two prospective feature films pending with one being a low-budget horror film,” Latronica said.“At least one film per year is
filmed in San Luis Obispo Coun­ty ”
Latronica said the community
supports the filming industry’s presence and contribution to the county.
Although the production com­panies are only in town for a short while, Biaggini said, they spend an enormous amount of money on lodging, food, car ren­tals and other related services.
According to the San Luis Ob- sipo Film Commission, when Mazda wanted a specific shot of the sunset at the San Simeon airport, the Hearst Corporation required a permit fee because it was on their property. Mazda agreed, donating the $1,000 fee to a local school in Cambria.
“The film industry is like tourism; it’s a good, clean in­dustry,” Biaggini said.Police chief inspected signals before crash
ByJoMsWibb
FOX RIVER GROVE, 111. — Moments before a commuter • train slammed into a school bus stopped at a traffic light, killing seven students, the police chief and an engineer arrived at the crossing to inspect the balky sig­nal, authorities said Thursday.The light is supposed to automatically turn green and clear the tracks as trains ap­proach, but “the timing doesn’t appear to be proper,” National Transportation Safety Board member John Goglia said.Investigators are trying to determine why the bus carrying 35 students remained in the path of the train Wednesday. 'They began testing the light overnight and were seeking police phone logs to check for complaints about the signal.Residents said they’ve been complaining for a long time about poor coordination between the gates and signals at the crossing and the stop light at the intersection just beyond.“People have been saying something’s going to happen be­cause it’s just not timed right,” said Jim Homola, who was in his car behind the bus when the train hit.Truck driver Charlie Ward said he was caught in a dangerous squeeze at the same intersection only a half hour ear­lier.“You do not get a green light to clear the intersection before
the railroad signals and gate come down,” Ward said. “You got to wait until something big hap­pens to get these ding-dongs out here to get something done.”Five students died Wednes­day, and two more died Thursday after they were taken off life support. Eight other stu­dents remained hospitalized, two in critical condition.At the 1,400-student Cary- Grove High School in Cary, near this bedroom community about 40 miles northwest of Chicago,
students pinned white paper to their shirts with the names of the dead on them. Many held hands. Boys and girls wept together.“No one is doing any learning, they’re just sitting and crying,” seiid 16-year-old Melanie Jopek.Dozens of bouquets and mementos were placed against the crossing gates: balloons, poems, a red candle, a white cross and two white teddy bears with red hearts.The Chicago-bound express train was traveling between 50 and 60 mph, well below the 70 mph limit, when it hit the brakes. The impact sheared the body of the bus off the chassis, spinning it around 180 degrees. Nobody on the train was injured.Federal officials said the bus is designed to break apart in a high-speed crash, to put distance between the occupants and the gas tank.The crossing was guarded by a gate, bells, flashing lights and
signs, but space is tight between the stoplight and the tracks, said Chris Knapton, a spokesman for Metra, Chicago’s suburban com­muter train agency.Sensors embedded in the tracks are supposed to change the crossing’s traffic light to green as a train approaches, al­lowing vehicles to clear the inter­section. But some witnesses reported that the light was red, which could have prevented the bus from moving into the heavy morning traffic.Goglia said the bus was at least 35 feet long, while the space between the tracks and the stop line for the intersection is 30 feet, 6 inches.Regardless of whether the light was red or green, some wit­nesses said there was no car ahead of the bus and the driver could have moved forward. A crossing gate had come down be­hind the bus.
Transportation Department spokesman Dick Adorjan said the signal was working properly just before the crash, when Fox
River Grove Police Chief Robert Pbiston and a 'Transportation Department official met at the intersection.
“At the time that they were there, two trains had passed through and the signals had operated properly,” Adoijan said, adding that a contractor had found the system to be working correctly on 'Tuesday.Hunger strikers call for statewide support
AssodHod RroM
IRVINE, Calif. — Five stu­dents in the 10th day of a hunger strike to restore affirmative ac­tion in the University of Califor­n ia  ca lled  T h u rsd ay  for statewide support in the face of a university deadline to end the fast.Officials at the University of California, Irvine, said 'Thursday
afternoon no decision had been made on putting a stop to the protest. 'The university and the protesters agreed before the strike began at midnight Oct. 16 that it would last for 10 days only.The United Front, the group backing the strikers, planned a rally Friday and ca ll^  on stu­dents from other UC campuses to come camp out for the weekend.'The five strikers vowed to
take only liquids until affirm­ative action programs were res­tored and expanded. 'They also called for a reduction in student fee hikes. Regents voted in July to roll back programs that help minorities in hiring, admissions and contracting.'The strikers said they have begun to suffer headaches, stomach pains, declining blood pressure and heart rate and ex­treme fatigue.
Briefs and Corrections
Beginning Wednesday, Nov. 1, students will need the new Cal Poly ID ceu-d to ride SLO Transit for free.'The ID will also be required for the CCAT regional bus.Cards are issued in the ID office on the top floor of the University Union and students will need to bring a driver’s
license or their class schedule.“If there’s no line, it only takes a couple minutes” to get a new card, said Fawn Damitio of the ID office.
For more information, call the ID office at 756-2614 or Commuter Services at 756-6680.
Mustang Daily erroneously reported yesterday that profes­sor Laura Freberg received her Ph.D. from Yale University. Freberg actually received her Ph.D. from UCLA and gave her dissertation at Yale University. Mustang Daily regrets this error.
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MEETING: Offshore oil drilling leases could “threaten the community” Ifeltsill fUShcd tO hoSpit^l
with second heart attackFrom page 1audience to ask questions, saying they were only trying to get (people) to join their game, the crowd began shouting “No off­shore oil,” and almost all of the 150 people left.Euphrat said he was pleased and surprised at the turnout from a county perspective, and understood why they left.“I’m not sure I blame them for leaving. I got the room a month ago and it was the only one avail­able then,” Euphrat said. “I need to lobby to reconvene in a larger room.”ECOSLO took a cooler ap­proach to its opposition, handing out material which stated that although the la te s t MMS proposed Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Five-Year Leasing Program calls for no new sales of offshore leases, the development of existing offshore leases threatens many things, includ­ing:
•Biological and human communities•Threatening regional air quality•Placing a heavy toll on fisheries, tourism, cultural resources.
infrastructure and other vital economic interests in the county.John Ewan, chair of the board of tru s tee s  for ECOSLO, provided several questions for the plan to consider, including e x is tin g  costs of s p ills , socioeconomic impacts of contin­gency and emergency response, and allowing at least a 45-day review of the documents before public meetings and public-com­ment period.The county is unified, Euphrat said, and the Chamber of Commerce and environmen­talists are joining together in their support of no offshore drill­ing.Several people were disap­pointed with the size of the room set aside for the meeting and the night chosen.“Who picked the date? It’s only the most pivotal Jewish holiday and the World Series and they did the same thing four years ago,” shouted someone from the crowd.This meeting was the last of an ongoing series that went from Ventura, to Santa Barbara, to Santa Maria.The MMS has been discussing its proposed plan to study the leased areas off San Luis Obispo
and Santa Barbara counties.The large crowd that showed Wednesday was far from the five in Ventura and the 15-20 that showed up in Santa Maria, said John Euphrat, principal planner with the San Luis Planning Department.The plan costs $1.4 billion, which Hargis said is funded by the federal government. Chuck­les from the audience resinated and someone said “that’s our money.”They should then have enough money to provide a microphone and a larger room with that fund, said a woman from the audience.As well as the verbal “No” to offshore drilling, there were signs posted outside reading, “Don’t ruin our health for your profit.”The m eeting reconvened about a half an hour after the audience walked out and about 50 people calmly asked questions and gave their response to the issue.People from  ECOSLO, Surfrider Foundation, Sierra Club, Green Party, League of Women Voters and Cal Poly stu­dents are just some of the people that showed up to oppose off­shore drilling.
By JuBa Rubin
Associated Press
New minor explores technology’s effects
ly  R«b«<cf N e iif iiit
Doily Stoff Writer
Are you anxious about finding a job after graduation?The College of Liberal Arts is offering a new minor in values, technology and society to help you gain an edge in the competi­tive job world.“The minor is prim arily marketed toward the business and liberal arts students who plan to work for private com­panies later on,” said professor Daniel Levi from the psychology and human development depart­ment.“For example, there are thousands of m anagem ent majors, but with a minor in values, technology and society, you can gain technology-oriented knowledge,” Levi said.The minor, adopted last year, stems back 10 years when Ifresi- dent Baker said he wanted to create a similar minor, Levi said.Levi said that the three-year- develppmental period “seemed like a lifetime” to get it placed in the curriculum and available to students.The design of the minor offers students the chance to learn how technology shapes and influences modem life. It increases the un­derstanding of the social, en­vironmental, economic and politi­cal implications of technology in the 20th century.“We had a hard time deciding what courses not to include in the required classes, because each major offers lots of classes p>ertaining to these three areas,” Levi said.The courses provide an over­view of technological issues with an emphasis on the impact tech­nology has on organizations and society. Students are able to tailor their minor program to focus on specific issues through the selection of electives in the technology, society and values areas.“This minor will help students with learning the terminology used by engineers, allowing for better communication,” Levi said.With the widespread impor­tance of technology to businesses and society, this minor is an im­portant addition to a student’s curriculum in many different
Students have not shown too much interest in the minor, Levi said, because of two distinct reasons.“Unfortunately, there hasn’t been a lot of advertising so stu­dents are not aware of it,” Levi said. “Secondly, teachers are reluctant to promote minors be­cause students have a hard time graduating on time as it is.”Levi said he hopes the univer­sity will m*ake it easier for stu­dents to graduate with a minor in addition to thefr major.Because of the low response, Levi recruited the aid of psychol­ogy and human development senior Nancy Thomas to help ad­vertise the minor as her senior project, Thomas said. Levi is Thomas’ senior project adviser.“He needed help promoting (the minor) because no one’s ap­plied for it,” Thomas said. “The classes are really interesting and it seems like there would be people interested in it, like psychology and human develop­ment majors.”Although Thomas is not en­
rolled in the minor, she said, she is taking some of the classes listed under the minor, such as values and technology, and that the courses are interesting.
“If I would have known about the minor 1 would have probably taken it,” Thomas said. “It’s a good mix of classes — both the social asp>ect and the technologi­cal side.
“It’s becoming more and more important to be technically literate,” she added.
Thomas began her work with Levi during the summer, she said. She has created a World Wide Web site which details the minor, and plans to px)st flyers to promote the minor as students begin registering for next quarter’s courses. The site can be accessed at http://www.calpo- ly.edu/~nthomas/tech_minor.html.
For more information contact the psychology and human development department.
MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin was rushed to a hospital by helicopter Thursday with his second apparent heart attack in four months, reviving doubts about whether he is healthy enough to govern Russia.The 64-year-old Yeltsin has dominated post-Soviet Russia, and his health is a matter of con­stant speculation, particularly with parliamentary elections scheduled for December and presidential elections in June.The illness came two days after a summit in the United States where Yeltsin succeeded in boosting his and Russia’s role in efforts to settle the war in the former Yugoslavia.Aides said Thursday night that Yeltsin did not appear to re­quire surgery.“I’d say his state is less serious than in July,” spokesman Igor Ignatiev told reporters at the Kremlin. “The president is in charge.”Yeltsin was hospitalized for al­most a month, then took a long holiday after an attack in July of acute ischemia, a condition that restricts blood flow to the heart.Presidential aides initially tried to play down that attack, claiming it was only a minor ail­ment. Yeltsin later called it a heart attack.Top presidential aide Viktor Ilyushin said Thursday that Yeltsin was suffenng from the same ailment, and he blamed it on overwork.“The president’s condition does not evoke great optimism,” he told a news conference. “It’s unlikely he’ll be back at work in the next few days.”He said Yeltsin has canceled a trip to China early next month, and is making other changes in his immediate schedule. A decision was to be made Friday on whether Yeltsin would host a planned summit Tuesday of the leaders of Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia.Acute ischemia can be caused by stress, high cholesterol, age or chronic high blood pressure. Symptoms include difficulty breathing and chest pains.Throughout his presidency, Yeltsin has had periods of poor health and has been dogged by rumors of drinking. He has ap­
peared fitter recently, however, and aides have talked about his making a bid for a second presidential term in June.Yeltsin has said he is waiting until after parliamentary elec­tions to decide. His popularity has been hurt in recent years by the country’s declining economy and other problems.Before leaving for France and the United States last week, he told reporters he was fit enough to challenge President Jacques Chirac of France to a tennis gam e. And he tr ie d  to demonstrate his improving heal­th in September by playing ten­nis with President Alexander Lukashenko of Belarus.A ides s a id  T h u rs d a y , however, that the president had shown signs of exhaustion at the end of his U.S. trip. Ilyushin said he was working too hard on the flight home.“In the future,” he said, ‘Teltsin’s foreign trips should foresee a certain time for his nor­mal adaptation to different time zones, and several days of rehabilitation after the pressure during the flight.”Yeltsin was brought to the Central Clinical Hospital, tradi­tionally used by Kremlin leaders, on Thursday afternoon from his country residence.If Yeltsin were unable to serve. Prime Minister Viktor Chernomvrdin would take over Elections would have to be held within three months if the presi­dent died.Chernomyrdin’s spokesman said 'Thursday that the prime minister had made no changes in his schedule.Yeltsin wields so much power in Russia that analysts said it is hard to imagine what would hap­pen if he were totally in­capacitated.“To put it bluntly this is a political crisis because the presi­dent in the Russian system means too much, from the legal, economic, military and all other points of view,” said Viktor Kremenyuk of the USA-Canada Institute, a think tank.
Yeltsin gained prominence in 1985 when Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev appointed him Com­munist Party chief in Moscow. When he attacked the pace of Gorbachev’s reforms, he was sacked as Moscow party boss and dropped from the I^litburo.
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The rape of Poly CanyonEditor,Rounding a comer you see it. The earth tom up and pollutants dumping into the air. This act that you have just witnessed is taking place beneath your own eyes. Down in Santa Maria the water pipe is being laid in the ground. This pipe-laydng task is coming closer and closer to us. This is, to be specific, Pbly Canyon.Poly Canyon is one of the last places on campus that any student, parent or staff member thinks will be destroyed. Contrary to their belief. Poly Canyon is going to be destroyed. Oak trees that were here before your grandparents were alive are going to be ripped out of the ground like they were sticks in the mud. Yes, see­dlings are going to be planted, but who has a century for them to grow? In the near future, there will be problems arising from the “wonderful” pipeline. What will stop the erosion from the freshly unearthed dirt? During the rains last year the water was a rich brown from all of the dirt that was washed out of the hills. This was when there was erosion protection. What is going to happen when this protection is stripped from the land?Next, what happens to this thin-walled pipe when there is an earthquake and the ground shifts? If I am not mistaken, in the Northridge earthquake, the water pipes under the city cracked and split. Will not this pipe in the hills crack too if there is the slightest shift in the Earth’s cmst.As a native Southern Californian, I can sympathize with those needing water. I know that we southerners ourselves have committed these wrongful acts. How much damage will we let this “project” cause? That is up to us. Yes, we did vote upon it, but did we know fill of what the project entailed? Did you know that Poly Canyon was going to be raped for the sake of water? Let us, the students and staff of Cal Poly, put an end to this desecration once and for all.
David Gabler Mechanical engineering sophomore
The Fuhrman DailyEditor,I see that the Great White Terror over at the Mus­tang Daily has reared its ugly head again, doing their best to promote White Superiority and suppress the poor, discriminated-against Black man. If only they would take off their hoods and stop burning crosses in their office, perhaps the Daily writers would be a bit more objective in their reporting.If anyone is “attempting to re-establish the stereotypical image of the Afncan-American man,” it is people like Mr. Andre Bossett (“From Calvin & Hobbes to rage”), who whine incessantly about any and every little journalistic detail that can possibly be perceived as an anti-Afncan-American slant. How can the solu­tions to racism and equality be derived when the focus is continually on the prejudices, intolerances and so- called injustices of the “white majorityr” and the institu­tions they supposedly rule? The article telling of the ex­ploits of James Randolph on Perimeter Road mentions the words “African-American” and “Black power” in con­nection with a man arrested for violent behavior on campus. So automatically this is a racist article representing another media attempt to suppress minorities and further the agenda of the “white majority.”Mr. Bossett, please get a grip. Regardless of whether he is black, brown, white or green, your friend James made a very poor choice. He ingested drugs and allowed himself to be a real danger to his safety and the safety of others. His actions were dangerous, irresponsible, idiotic and inexcusable. That is the inference to be made from the article. Being that this incident occurred in the aftermath of the Million Man March, the mention of Mr. Randolph’s race and his cries of “Black power” may shed some light as to his motives for his actions, but we don’t know what his inspiration was because he wasn’t interviewed. The Daily made no effort to connect the two events, nor did it imply any relationship between his actions and those of anybody else. To say that the Daily implied the actions of James Randolph are typical of Afirican-American behavior is completely absurd. And
C O M M E N T A R Y
i  do  n o t like m o re  o r  l e s s .
I  d o  n o t  like -fke 
s l o p p y  p r e s s  !'O'? PRfSs
P r .  S w A M beck
Give media the boot, said the Newt in the suit
by Keith Spencer
“Newt blasts Democrats in support of Seastrand” read the headline in Monday’s Mustang Daily. The article by Natasha Collins, Daily City Editor, was just another ex- Eunple of sloppy reporting that is becoming too conunon in Uie mass media. Much of what was reported in the article was, for the most part, true. However, I felt that some “accidental” errors in the story need to be clarified.I don’t  know where Natasha Collins was standing, but I know where I was, right in the middle of the crowds on the street comers outside the Ssmta Maria Hilton. In her article, she wrote, “The playing of tambourines and drums and more than 200 people chanting ‘Can’t stand Seastrand’ and ‘Give Newt the l ^ t ’ did not seem to affect the Speaker of the House...” While she was right about
"A l people who w ear suits ore fosdsts." I guess 
that means that President Gmtofv and for that 
m atter. President Baker, ore fosdsts.
the chants, there were not “more than 200 people” there protesting. More like 120. Being an engineer, I can ap­preciate the importance of significant digits in a number. 120 is not “more than 200.” You can’t even round up to that number! A harmless miscalculation. I’m sure.Further down in the article she writes, “According to Gingrich, the proposed plan that Congress recently ap­proved will increase the amount of money paid to recipients by $1,900 per.” She continues, “Medicare recipients receive $4,800 per year now... If the plan is ap­proved, they will receive $6,700 per senior per year.” The wording is what is important here, because it can be in­terpreted two ways. One way, the wrong way, is that the plsm will incresise the amount paid by $1,900 each year. The other way, which is how it should have been
reported, is that by the yesu* 2002, the amount seniors will receive will be $6,700, an increase of $1,900 from today’s amoimt of $4,800. That makes much more sense than the way she reported what Gingrich said. A harm­less grammaticEil error. I’m sure.What we need to realize here is that this goes on all the time, and very seldom do we actually call the media on their mistakes. Sure, they may print a correction or retraction, but the damage is already done to those who don’t read the correction. Critics complain of “willing ac­complices in the media.” Well, I’d say they have a pretty valid complaint.My other gripe is with those protesters who were there on Saturday. I was wearing a shirt and tie, holding a sign in support of Andrea Seastrand, amid crowds of angry people saying things and holding signs that were hardly polite. Collins reported on the chants, “Can’t stand Seastrand” and “Give Newt the boot.” But she didn’t say anything about signs that read, “Nuke Newt,” and chants like, “Newt is a white Farrakahn.”I, myself, was told by a protester that “All people who wear suits are fascists.” Oh, really? Well there happened to be a protester there who was wearing a suit. And 1 guess that means that, by their logdc. President Clinton is a fascist, and for that matter, so is President Baker (I cer­tainly don’t believe any of this is true). These protesters also labeled me and my companions as extremists and op­pressors. Well, 1 guess when a crowd of people decides it would rather block your sign with their signs than let you express your opinion, you must be the oppressor. But then again, to them, I am the extremist and they are the tolerant ones.
Keith Spencer is an electrical engineering junior.
to say this is an attempt to ‘influence and persuade the ‘majority’ and its perceptions” is even more ludicrous.James Randolph may be a fine person, but he put himself in a very bad situation. The Daily didn’t put him there, nor did it report his escapade any differently than what is was — a maniacal attempt to attract at­tention to himself by means of drug-induced, violent be­havior. And may I suggest to the Daily staff that perhaps they should begin omitting from future articles certain “truth-distorting” facts that further their “agen­da” and trample on the sensitivities of their readers.
Kenneth H. Herrick Physical education senior
O n  H a l l o w e e n  w e e k e n d . . .Be refjly careful, there are lots of wierdos out there. If you haven’t been already, keep your dogs Euid cats inside. It’s not just black cats that the sickos leave staked on graveyanl gates.' Drive very cautiously, if you’re around any residential neighborhoods, assume that the children will try to throw themselves under your wheels. A lot of them can’t see too well in their costumes, and they won’t see you coming, so you have to keep em eye out for them.And remember, the veil between this world and the next is very thin this time of year... Just a friendly reminder from your Daily Opinion editor witch. -D.P.
Musd\ng Daily
"God ain't getlinfi near me. He ain't even cnppin' a feel.
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House may pass budget bill in favor of state power Kermit, Miss Piggy
return to television 
in “Muppets Live!”
lyDflvMEspo
Associofed Press
WASHINGTON — In a momentous break with the past, the House marched toward pas­sage Thursday of a Republican balanced-budget bill to shrink the federal government, cut taxes and return power to the states. Democrats battled to the end against the measure.After months of effort capped by a series of last-minute conces­sions on Medicaid and other is­sues, Speaker Newt Gingrich confidently predicted “more than 218” votes when the roll was called, enough to prevail.“At the end of today and tomorrow, the Senate and the House Republican parties will have kept their word,” said Gingrich, R-Ga. “For 10 months now, our story has been promises made, promises kept.”The GOP-controlled Senate was expected to approve its own version of the bill Friday. “We’ll be all right,” said Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan. A short while later. Republicans turned aside Democratic efforts to re­store two-thirds of $270 billion in savings proposed from Medicare, as well as additional funds for Medicaid.P re s id e n t C lin to n  has threatened a veto, and congres­sional Democrats are certain to sustain it.“Their agenda is to get rid of M edicare,” House Minority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., said of the Republicans. “Their agenda is to give huge tax breaks to the wealthiest Americans.”A veto would set the stage for a widely anticipated effort at compromise in late fall between
the White House and conserva­tive Republican majorities in the House and Senate.The GOP plan, designed to balance the budget in 2002, relies on hundreds of billions of dollars of savings from Medicare, Medicaid, welfare, student loans and other social programs that have fiourished since the New Deal and Great Society eras.The bills ran to 1,754 pages in the House and 1,949 in the Senate. Aside from the Pentagon, the measures scoured the entire government for savings — some­times down to the penny. Annual cost-of-living increases for cer­tain veterans’ benefits would be rounded down to the nearest dol­lar, a provision estimated to save $520 million over seven years.Billions more would be saved from programs affecting farmers; federal workers would pay more for their retirement benefits; the Commerce Department would be abolished under the House measure.The plan includes $245 billion in tax cuts, including a $500- per-child tax credit and a break on taxes on profits from invest­ments.The proposal was crafted with assistance from the governors, who agreed to accept slower growth in funding in Medicaid and welfare in exchange for a loosening of federal strings.Shortly before the final vote, the House rejected, 356-72, an alternative drafted by conserva­tive Democrats to balance the budget without tax cuts. The plan would ease the impact of the GOPs planned savings from Medicare, Medicaid and other government programs.With debate underway in both
houses, about 10 people staged a noisy sit-down protest just out­side the House chamber. “Health care is a human right! What we need is Medicaid!,” they shouted as police dragged them away. Another group protested at the Republican National Committee, briefly invading the building.Back inside the Capitol, law­makers repeated well-rehearsed arguments.“If we can make the tough choice, we rescue the country,” said House Budget Committee Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio. Referring to the 1993 deficit- reduction m easure pushed through Congress by Democrats, he said, “We don’t think we need to solve our problems by raising taxes.... Now we’re taking that money and we’re putting it back into the pockets of Americans.”But Rep. Martin Sabo of Min­nesota, senior Democrat on the B u d g e t C o m m ittee , sa id  Republicans offered a vision that “rewards the wealthiest and most powerful interests in our society at the expense of the most vulnerable Americans.”“They will make it difficult, if not impossible, for millions of citizens to obtain adequate health care,” Sabo said. “They will cut funding for nutrition, education, transportation and scientific research even though we have many years of evidence that these investments enhance our society and our economic fu­ture.”The m easure represents another milestone in the conser­vative revolution launched last winter by the GOP majorities in the House and Senate.Dem ocrats conceded the measures would pass, but spared
nothing in their attack, and said Republicans were misreading the country’s mood.They took heart from a New York Times poll reporting that 67 percent of those responding said that in a hypothetical tradeoff, they would prefer preventing Medicare from being significant­ly cut, while 27 percent said they would prefer balancing the budget.Tacitly acknowledging the political potency of Medicare, which provides health care to 33 million elderly. Republicans al­leged that the questions were skewed and the survey mislead­ing.“It is factually dishonest and I think they ought to retract it,” said Gingrich. He called the questions “deliberately rigged.”In reply, the newspaper is­sued a statement saying its editors were “carefully studying the speaker’s reaction to the poll.”G i n g r i c h  a n d  D o le  maneuvered almost to the end to line up wavering Republican lawmakers.Both men decided to spend additional billions on Medicaid, a decision that firmed up support in both houses.But no subject was too small to overlook. Angling to gain the votes of a small number of subur­ban Maryland and Virginia Republicans, Gingrich agreed to drop a provision that would have raised the price of parking for thousands of federal workers in the Washington area.
In the Senate, Dole agreed to a series of concessions with moderate Republicans who held the balance of power.
By Scott Wilfiams
Assotiflted Press
NEW YORK — Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy and the rest of the Muppets are headed back to prime time on ABC.“Muppets Live!” a comedy- variety half-hour like their syn­dicated hit “Muppet Show,” and the new sitcom “ALIENS in the Family” will be mid-season replacements under a five-year production deal announced Thursday.Unlike the original Muppets show, which was set in a music- hall theater, “Muppets Live!” will originate from the chaotic studios of KMUP-TV, with week­ly guest stars and a menagerie of Muppet characters new and old.
“Of course, if this doesn’t work out, we’ll start visiting people,” Kermit, flanked by his sidekick Gonzo, told reporters at ABC studios.“Going door to door!” Gonzo amended.There were no other specific projects announced, and the terms of the deal were not dis­closed.
The deal between Jim Henson Pr.oductions and  C a p ita l Cities/ABC Inc. gives the two companies equal ownership of Henson programming.
“It’s perfect for us,” said Brian Henson, president of Jim Henson Productions. “It allows us to con­tinue producing for cable outlets and all the outlets we have in the past.”
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Judge removes candidate dubbed a fake comcH says Santa Cmz down
can feed the meters all he wantsBy JeMÑfar Ktrr
A s s w io te d  Press
SACRAMENTO — A judge removed an Orange County Democrat from Assemblywoman Doris A llen’s recall ballot Thursday, after other Democrats complained the woman was an imposter planted by Republicans.It was the latest twist in a long-running battle between former Assembly Speaker Allen and the fellow Republicans who are seeking to throw her out of the Legislature.Superior Court Judge James Ford took Laurie Campbell off the Nov. 28 ballot and ordered Orange County to rep rin t 205,000 sample ballots.Ford took the action, re­quested by the Democratic Party, because Campbell signed a state­ment saying she personally col­lected the 43 signatures that qualified her for the ballot when someone else actually obtained them.The judge said he initially did not want to issue the order, which will cost financially- s tra p p e d  O rang e C oun ty  $50,000.“The integrity of the election
process has to be paramount in my view and no one has ever said democracy is cheap,” P’ord said.Campbell was not in court be­cause she was attending a funeral in Oregon. Her attorney in s is ted  she was a tru e  Democrat.“She’s going to be upset, ob­viously. She was looking forward to this election,” said Sacramento attorney C. Emmett Mahle.Republicans mounted the spe­cial election to oust Allen from her Assembly seat because she struck a deal with former Speaker Willie Brown and other Democrats to be elected to the leadership job. Allen, R-Cypress, served as the state’s first woman speaker from June 5 to Sept. 14, when she resigned in the face of relentless GOP attacks.If voters in her coastal Orange County 67 th District remove Allen from the final year of her term, they must pick a successor from among the four Republicans and one remaining Democrat on the ballot.Her successor would be ex­pected to be a Republican, since the district is heavily GOP.H o w e v e r ,  t h e  f o u r  Republicans are all well known
locally and the lone Democrat, Linda Moulton-Patterson, is a former mayor of Huntington Beach and wife of a former con­gressman.
Republicans fear that if they succeed in recalling Allen, their four candidates will split the GOP vote and give the election to Moulton-Patterson.
“In a low turnout, Linda Moulton-Patterson will win this race easily,” predicted Gil Fer­guson, head of the committee to retain Allen. “She needs only 8,000 votes total to win.”
Enter Campbell, a 35-year-old legal secretary and political un­known who moved to Orange County this year from Glendale. After she turned in the 43 signa­tures that qualified her for the ballot. Democrats began ques­tioning her motives. Democrats noted, for in stance , th a t  Campbell is anti-abortion.
“She was certain ly  en ­couraged, if not recruited, by the Republicans to potentially dilute the Democratic vote,” former Democratic Assemblyman Tom Umberg of Garden Grove said last week.
Copeland’s Sports
CONVERSE BASKETBALL ATHLETIC APPAREL
By EIm  KnkkaMyer
Associated Press
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. — Any clown is free to walk around Santa Cruz and get his jollies dropping coins into other people’s about-to-expire parking meters. Mr. Twister saw to that.The professional clown who was hit with a $13 fine for un­authorized meter-feeding fought City Hall and won. City Council on Tuesday repealed the ordinance against plugging strangers’ parking meters.“Right on the face of it, the law makes no sense,” Mayor Katherine Beiers said.On Thursday, Mr. "rwister — in white face, rainbow-striped pants, a polka-dot tie, shaggy red hair and bulbous red nose — was downtown again, drop­ping quarters and getting laughs, as he has for the last six yeeirs.Honk, honk, a car saluted.“Honk, honk,” Mr. Twister brayed in acknowledgement.“All right, Mr. Twister, all right!” a man crossing the street yelled.Another on the sidewalk knelt in tribute. “You’re our spiritual leader,” Robert Forte declared.Mr. Twister — a k a  26- year-old Cory McDonald — had deliberately courted a citation for violating what he called the Anti-Good Samaritan Law.When the matter came up for a vote Tuesday night. City Council members donned big red clown noses and squeezed them to make them squeak. After they voted to repeal the ordinance, Mr. Twister ex­pressed his appreciation by twisting balloon animals for them. (That’s how he gets his name — plus “the fact that I won’t stand still.”)“Just good P.R.,” was how Mr. Twister explained the City Council’s retreat as he strolled the sunny sidewalks of this coastal community 75 miles south of San Francisco. “I’m out here being nice to people all the time. How can they not be nice
to me?”Mr. Twister, who makes his living entertaining at birthday and office parties, giving clown­ing classes and performing on the street, has never had to depend on the kindness of meter-plugging strangers. He has no car.Instead, he commutes by skateboard from the mobile home he shares with his mother and stepfather.He said he started plugging meters when he saw a friend’s car being ticketed. Soon, Mr. Twister was plugging everyone’s meters, reasoning, “Random acts of kindness can be fun.”Soon, people began giving him quarters. He took satisfac­tion in beating parking enforce­ment officers to expired meters.He estimates he spends $2,000 a year — 5 percent to 10 percent of his income — on meter feeding and other charitable contributions.But the meter readers warned him they had found an ordinance that forbade anyone but the parker to plug a park­ing meter. On Oct. 9, police slapped him with a citation.Savvy about media circuses as well as the three-ringed ones, Mr. Twister walked over to the local newspaper, and word spread quickly.With publicity, the laugh was soon on the parking agen­cy. Supporters donated $332 in quarters to keep up the lawbreaking. And a lawyer, Ben Rice, stepped forward to represent him “pro Bozo.” (“I had clowns calling me,” Rice said, “some of the best legal mimes in the country offering to help.”)The city dropped the citation last week.
On Thursday, a meter worker only waved as Mr. Twister committed the newly legal act of dropping a quarter in a stranger’s pmking meter.Another stranger ran across the street to thank him.“People ought to be nice to one another like that,” Karen Silva said, grabbing his hand.
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Attend Cal Poly Soccer m atches and recieve:
• A coupon good fo r  at least 10% o f f  m erchandise already on sale...
■ Total o f  15% o f f
i f  either Cal Poly mens or womens soccer team wins today...
• Total o f 20% o f f  t f both Cal Poly soccer teams win today.
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Shaq's surgery deem ed successful SOCCER: Gartner will move lineup around
ty  Ikt Hwes
ORLANDO, Fla. — Shaquille O’Neal walked out of a hospital with a cast around his right hand Thursday, grinning and chatting with his mother after surgery to repair a broken right thumb.The 7-foot-1, 320-pound cen­ter for the Orlando Magic under­went a routine procedure on.his right thumb that will sideline him until about Christmas, his doctor said.
“Six to eight weeks, that’s the usual prognosis,” said Dr, Richard Shure, who removed a tiny bone chip and inserted a steel pin to completely immobi­lize the thumb.
O’Neal hopes to return by Christmas Day, when the Magic entertain the Houston Rockets, who swept Orlando in last season’s NBA Finals. O’Neal would miss 27 of 82 regular- season games.
O’Neal, who avoided reporters after the operation, made a thumbs-up sign and quipped, “Let’s get it over,” when he walked into Sand Lake Hospital for the surgery. His mother, Lucille, accompanied him and stayed with him during the operation.‘The surgery was relatively
routine,” said Shure, a specialist with Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic.
Shure noted, however, that O’Neal’s hand was the biggest he had ever operated on.
“He has a very big hand,” Shure said. “He took up a big part of the hand table. We had to make a big cast for him.”
In addition to the cast, O’Neal will wear an arm sling for a few days to immobilize the hand and keep down any swelling from the operation.
“The surgery went very well and we expect a complete recovery,” said John Gabriel, the Magic’s vice president of basket­ball operations and player per­sonnel. ‘There does not appear to be any long-term ramifications.”
O’Neal, injured in a 'Tuesday exhibition against the Miami Heat, expressed anger after the game about what he considers overly aggressive play against him by opponents throughout the league.
Magic coach Brian Hill has termed the incident involving the Heat’s Matt Geiger the “Geiger Chop.” Hill said he would send videotapes of the incident to the NBA, hoping that the league
would take action to prevent ex­cessive contact against O’Neal in the future.Geiger hacked on O’Neal’s arms as the Magic center was driving to the basket, bending his thumb back flat. Geiger was not called for a foul.
O’Neal, Hill and other Magic p l aye r s  have  r e p e a t e d l y  protested to game officials that other teams are flagrantly foul­ing the All-Star center to keep him away from the basket.
O’Neal, who averaged 29.3 points and 11.4 rebounds last season, threatened some “Shaq- Fu” on anyone who committed a flagrant foul when he returns. He cooled off later, however, saying he wasn’t looking for revenge.
“But somebody needs to do something,” he said. “I think some coaches tell their players to come in and chop me and hope I get mad and throw a punch or something and get thrown out. ... I’ve got to be able to protect myself.”
O’Neal missed only three regular-season games because of injury during his first three NBA seasons. He averaged 29.3 points and 11.4 rebounds per game in leading the Magic to the NBA Finals last season.
From page 8
factor and the home stand comes over the course of three weeks, so it’s a good finish,” Gartner said.Gartner said he will make a few adjustments in the lineup for the final home stand.Defender Scott Holmes will move to the midfield and Scott Hutcheon will come off a knee in­jury to also strengthen up the midfield. P.J. Woolridge will move from midfielder to forward to see if he can rekindle his early season flame.“I think it will just be more consistent with this lineup. We have been sporadic,” Gartner said. “Sometimes we’ve been spectacular offensively, and then we suddenly get quiet.“The one consistent player who offensively is just a menace to the other team is Clay Harty,” Gartner continued. “He usually has double coverage, yet he has come alive again scoring-wise even with all the coverage he’s getting.”Though Harty has been carry­
ing the brunt of the load for the team. Assistant coach Glenn Fens said he hopes other players on the team can alleviate that burden.“We need to take the scoring load off Harty — we need a couple of our other players to pick it up and put the ball in the
net,” Fens said.Hutcheon, who has been sidelined for much of the year, might add Cal Poly’s needed spark on offensive.“He’s 100 percent right now,” Fens said. “He’s a very skilled player, he’s very strong — the best skilled player we have.” Harty has been on a scoring streak with four goals in three games. He leads the team with 40 shots on goal and 11 goals.Forwards Doug Cox, and Woolridge have also been per­forming well. Cox leads the team with seven assists, and is second on the team with 36 shots on goal. Woolridge is second on the team with five goals.Fens explained that San Jose State (4-9-1) is a team rich in talent, but is in the midst of a disappointing season.“'They don’t have the greatest record right now, but they have very skilled players,” Fens said. “Jason Martinez is very big and strong, so I expect them to come out fighting. It’s a little rivalry.” The Spartans are led by Mar­tinez, who has seven goals and four assists. In fact, Cal Poly had recruited Martinez and goalie Keith Bateman.“Before we think about the playoffs, we have to think about San Jose State on Sunday. The whole cliche is one game at a time, and that’s what we have to do. We can’t think ahead,” Fens said.
CLASSIFIED TO ADVailSEIH MÜSTAM6 DAILYClASSIHEDS, CALL 756 1Ì43
OARAGE SALE!
To benefit Architecture Club 
This Saturday, Sam to 2pm 
Comer of Santa Rosa & Foothill 
Furniture, bed, fridge & more!
Friendly Students Wanted For 
Brief H.S Presentations Promoting 
Higher Education & CP 
Short Training Session This 
Saturday Oct 28th 10am-12pm UU220
GOT SOMETHIN’ TO SELL?
GOT SOMETHIN’ TO RENT?
Put it in the Mustang Daily and 
GET RESULTS!
Stop by the Mustang Daily Office 
Graphic Arts Bldg Rm 26 or fill 
out a form at the UU desk. It’s 
simple, easy and effective!! 
Mustang Daily - At Your Service!
AOn’s Angela
Happy President’s'Week 
Alpha Love, Your Sisters
AOn’s Kirstie
You are doing an outstanding 
job as Chi Psi’s prezll Enjoy 
this week! Alpha Love, AOn
IIICAUTIONIII
Make No Investments Or Provide 
Banking or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisements 
In The Opportunities Section
$1750 Weekly Possible mailing 
our circulars. For info call: 
301-306-1207
$35,000/YR INCOME potential.
Reading books. Toll free 1(800) 
898-9778. Ext R-2386 for details
CASH FOR COLLEGE 900,000 GRANTS 
AVAIL. No re-payment - EVER! 
Quality Immed. 1(800)243-2435
NEED A JOB?
$5-$7 Rarrge Guarantee one in 
10 days for 10 bucks! Info 549-6320
Four framed early 80’s P. Nagel 
prints. Priced to sell. 541-5312
RENTAL BOAT SALE. Over 20 
canoes & kayaks for half-price! 
Sat Oct 28th only KAYAKS OF 
MORRO BAY 772-1119
Univega
w/shocks, ShimSno Components 
18 speeds. Full Chro-mo 
frame. Paid $500 a month ago.
Asking $300. Call 546-9672
“  WIN CONSISTENTLY AT CRAPS!! 
PROVEN METHOD! FULL-TIME PROFES 
SIONAL GAMBLER/AUTHOR SHARES 
SECRETS. EASILY UNDERSTOOD COMP­
REHENSIVE MANUAL $19.95+$4 OOSH 
SML, PO BOX 2155. STATELINE. 
NEVADA 89449 (916) 573-2425.
Wanted
Drummer & Bassist needed for 
rock band. Call Josh Q 546-9249
SEEK ENGINEERING STUDENT FOR 
COMPUTER MODEL & CNC MACHINING 
CASH NEGOTIABLE 544-8924
■ ‘.-i
* FOUND *
Female Dog, Shep/Lab Mix, 
Approx. 6 moa. old. No collar. 
Call Judy O 545-7794
'’■"kW" Services
Personals
BJP
is the sexiest man on campus 
...and he’s mine!!!!
r^ B ’s You Girls better 
be ready to ROCK-N-ROLL for 
tonights Semi-Formal. Lets all 
get ready to shake our booties
KICKIN’ IT WITH
K I
SORORITY SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
FOR THE 'MAKE A WISH FOUNDATION’ 
SAT OCT 28 & SUN OCT 29 1995 
AT SANTA ROSA PARK
FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE!
We help you find the nwney you 
need for college. Call Golden 
Gate Computer Services for re­
corded message and details 
1-800-479-8333
HUNDREDS & THOUSANDS OF GRANTS 
8i SCHOLARSHIPS Available to All 
Students! I Immediate Qualifica­
tion. Call 800-270-2744 Toll Free
Mor>ey for Coliege or Vocational 
School simply could not be 
easier. You sign fully prepared 
(Laser Printed) award letters; 
stuff into fully prepared 
envelopes (stamps included) and 
mail. Free recorded msg. gives 
details. 1 -800-684-8253 ext 7453
W a n t e d ] ^
COACHES
SLO Parks and Rec Dept is 
looking for volunteer basketball 
coaches for girls 7th and 
8th grade For info call Ryan 
at 781 -7282.
DESIGN EDITOR
FOR MUSTANG DAILY 
Design Master Pages, Folios, 
Templates Applicants should 
be proficient in Quark Xpress, 
Illustrator, Photoshop 
Part-time, temporary job 
Submit resume to:
A.J Schuermann 
Bldg 26. Rm 226
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER  
24 HOUR LIFELINE-CONFIDENTIAL  
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING  
541-CARE (541-2273)
GREG HEIRSHBERG 
'  Independent Bookseller * 
Antiquerian, Rare, Modem Firsts 
543-8564
International Students DV-1 
Greencard Program available. 
1-800-660-7167
Math Lessons Ph D all 100-500 
level courses 528-0625
SCORE MORE!! GMAT 72 Pts GRE214Pts LSAT 7.5 Pts
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
STUDENT WORKS PAINTNG is 
hiring Branch Operators for 
Summer 1996. Duties include: 
Marketing/Sales/Production Mgmt. 
Avg summer earnings $8,000 Yes, 
we hire Now for Next summer. 
Call 1/800/394-6000.
RESOURCE SPCLST & NEEDS ASSMT/ 
EVAL. SPCLST (2 POS AVAIL.)
RS WILL DEVELOP & MAINTAIN 
DATABASE, CONDUCT RESEARCH. 
NEEDS A/E WILL COMPILE STATS., 
REVIEW SURVEY/EVAL. DATA. FAX 
RES. TO: JAN BENINI 0544-7103.
CA SPECIALIZED TRNG. INST.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - Make 
up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic 
conversational English in Japan. 
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching 
backround or Asian languages 
required. For information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J60051
WORK AS REP FOR TELECOMMUNICA­
TIONS CO. SERIOUS INCOME 
POTENTIAL CALL 541-6913
m W Í  F0TV)Rt. EVEmilHG 
w in  0t  EFP0RTIE5S.'
T
CoKPUTtRS Will TWÆ CAÍÍE OF EV/ERN T^ SV^ . WEU JV)^ T POINT TO WHAT WE WANT OCHE AND CLICK. WE'IL NEVER .MEED TO lEAviE THE I CLIMATE-COHIROUED CDMWRT I OF OOR POMES !I \
NO NUISANCE, NO WASTED 
TIME, NO ANNOYING 
HUMAN INTERACTION...
IO l
LIFE \S  "TOO 
INCONVENIENT.
POSITION AVAILABLE 12/15 FOR 
STUDENT AS RESIDENT ASST AT 
LARGE SLO STUDENT APT COMPLEX. 
APPLICANT MUST BE RESPONSIBLE. 
MATURE, AND ABLE TO WORK WITH  
PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT TEAM 
DUTIES INCLUDE SECURITY. 
PROPERTY INSPECTION, LIGHT 
MAINTENANCE. AND TENANT 
ASSISTANCE. SALARY PLUS RENT 
DISCOUNT PLEASE SEND RESUME 
WITH ADDRESS AND PHONE TO: 
RESIDENT ASST POSITION PO BOX 
2455, PASO ROBLES, CA 93447
TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD 
Earn to 25K plus housing and 
benefits in Korea. BA/BS any 
major. Agency (415) 585-3220
ARE YOU READY FOR ROMANCE?
1-900-255-4242 EXT 5743
$2 99 PER MIN. MUST BE 18 YRS 
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQUIRED  
SERV-U (619) 645-8434
f f o o l ^ a t e s
Surfer Roommates Nonsmokers
Los Osos House with garden 
Cuesta by the Sea- 
581 Mitchell Dr Right on Pine 
double $141 single $224 Ist&last 
Fletcher 534-1430-snowboarder
Rental Housino^ p )
ROOM FOR RENT 543-0569
Homes fci
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell 
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson 
*•*543-8370***
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SPORTS
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A TA V ER N OF SPORTS NEWS
TODAY’S GAMES
•  Women’s Soccer vs. U.C. Santa Bar­
bara @ Mustang Stadium, 7 p.m.
TOMORROW’S GAMES
•  Football VS. Saint Mary’s @ Saint Mary’s 
1 p.m.
•  Cross Country @ America West Con­
ference Championship, Southern Utah
• Volleyball vs. Sacramento State @ Sac­
ramento, 2 p.m.
SUNDAY’S GAMES
•  Women’s soccer vs. USC @ Mustang 
Stadium, 3 p.m.
• Men’s soccer vs. U.C. Santa Barbara @ 
Mustang Stadium, 5:30 p.m.
POIYBRIEFS Ì
Walking, wounded Mustangs 
travel to Saint Mary’s
The Cal Poly football team started its 
v/eek’s practice Monday looking like a 
new team.
Despite a list of injuries, Cal Poly (3-4) 
will make adjustments to beat Saint 
Mary’s (5-2) Saturday.
“When you have as many injuries as 
we’ve had, it’s shocking," Head Coach 
Andre Patterson said.
Key Injuries to senior defensive end 
Brian Pearsall, who is out for the season 
with a back injury, and junior running 
back Mike Allshouse, who injured his 
shoulder and will miss the this weekend’s 
game, will hurt the Mustangs along with 
several others.
Cal Poly is hurting on both the defen­
sive and offensive lines, wide receivers, 
and special teams.
Patterson has never experienced this 
situation in his coaching career, but said 
that he is confident that whoever he 
plays will step up their game
Cal Poly is undefeated against Saint 
Mary’s winning all four prior meetings.
NATIO NAL BRIERS
Sprewell cleared of 
misdeameanor traffic fine
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) -- A judge has 
dismissed misdemeanor traffic charges 
against Golden State Warriors guard 
Latrell Sprewell.
Sprewell was stopped Sept. 3 and 
arrested for various traffic violations, 
including having an outstanding warrant 
for driving on a suspended license.
He was also booked for investigation 
of threatening a police officer after re­
portedly telling the arresting officer, “You 
can be shot real easy, and people get 
shot out here"
Prosecutors said they did not charge 
Sprewell with threatening the officer be­
cause the basketball player’s comments 
“lacked credibility and immediacy as a 
righteous threat.”
Sprewell’s attorney, Kurt Robinson 
said a speeding charge was dropped 
because of insufficient evidence The 
charge of driving with a suspended li­
cense 17 days after the Sept. 3 stop.
Prosecutors denied they gave Sprewell 
a break because of his celebrity and 
Robinson said his client “was treated as 
if he were Joe Blow citizen."
QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I think we have the personality 
to win it all. If we win the next four 
games, we have certainly earned a 
right to be included in the tourna­
ment. I think we will be included, and 
then we could be a major surprise.”
Wolfgang Gartner
Men’s soccef coach about the 
Mustangs’ playoff chances
CAL POLY 
SPORTS HOTLINE
( 8 0 5 )  7 5 6 - S C O R
Sports M USTANG  DAILY
STEP aside •  •  •
The practice squad looked a little different this week. The Cal Poly football team is moving 
players around and trying to fill the gaps caused by injuries before the Mustangs face Saint 
Marv's. The Gaels field a solid team Im  bv their quarterback Sean Laird, who has thrown 11 
touchdown passes this season, and the rushing defense, which has only allowed an average of 
116 yards a game /  Daily photo by Joe Johnston
Playoff chances 
rest on outcom e 
of hom e gam es
By Greg Manifold
•faff W ritiDoily S tof er
The smell of the freshly cut grass. The palm trees swaying in the breeze across the street. The train rolling by, blowing its horn.As Mary Sue Gee sings the National Anthem, men’s soccer coach Wolfgang Gartner gets goose bumps as he soaks the whole scene in.It’s good to be back home at Mustang Stadium.The Mustangs, 8-4-1, have only played three home games all season. They finish off the year with four straight home games, with the first game Sunday at 5:30 p.m. against San Jose State.The other three games include matchups with playoff contenders University of California Santa Barbara, and Santa Clara. The other match is against University of California Irvine.The NCAA playoffs are still within reach for the Mustangs despite a recent setback to Westmont College.The 2-1 loss to Westmont appeared to be the straw that broke the camel’s back, because Westmont isn’t a member of the NCAA, but instead a member of the National Association of Intercol­legiate Athletics (NAIA).But as Gartner explains, the loss may not hurt them as badly as everyone first thought.“You’re allowed one game out of your division that does not count against you,” Gartner said. “It counts in the win-loss record, but in the ratings process to decide which team goes to the playoffs, they ignore that game.“I think we have the personnel to win it all,” he added. “If we win the next four games, we have cer­tainly earned a right to be included in the tourna­ment. I think we will be included, and then we could be a major surprise.”Because the Mustangs are an Independent team, they will need to receive an at-large bid to get into the playoffs. These next four games against other teams that are battling for at-large bids are crucial must-win games for the Mustangs.“I wish we had one loss less; that would give us a little breathing room,” Gartner said. “In four games something can go wrong, and you can lose one you don’t deserve to lose. The fact is we didn’t give our­selves any flexibility for this last run at home. We have to win four games.”The Mustangs have a distinct advantage playing the remainder of their games at home.“We are capable of it, because fatigue won’t be a
See SO CCER page 7
No clear favorite in Heisman Trophy ballot
By Rid WwMr
Associted Press
Does anybody want to win the 1995 Heis­man Trophy?Entering the home stretch, the competi­tion for college football’s most coveted award is wide open. No player has captured the im­agination of Heisman voters.“I don’t see any clear-cut favorite,” Mark Blaudschun of the Boston Globe said.“We’re desj)erately searching for a front­runner, but nobody can find one,” Ivan Maisel of Newsday said.With a month left in the regular season, the top contenders appear to be tailback Eddie George of Ohio State and four quarter­backs — Danny Kanell of Florida State, Tom­mie Frazier of Nebraska, Danny Wuerffel of Florida and Peyton Manning of Tennessee.Other candidates include Southern Cal receiver Keyshawn Johnson, Ohio State quarterback Bobby Hoying and running backs Troy Davis of Iowa State, Warrick Dunn of Florida State and Darnell Autry of Northwestern.Early front-runner Leeland McElroy of Texas A&M has fallen fast after a spec­tacular start, and no one has risen to take his place.The leader may not emerge until three na­tional-impact games are played at the end of November. On Friday, Nov. 24, Frazier will lead second-ranked Nebraska against No. 23 Oklahoma. The following day, George and his No. 4 Buckeyes play at No. 9 Michigan, while' Kanell and Wuerffel compete on the same
field when top-ranked Florida State visits No. 3 Florida.“Nobody should vote until Nov. 26,” ESPN commentator Beano Cook said. “Those games in late November should determine the win­ner.”If he had to vote today. Cook would cast his ballot for George, who has rushed for 990 yards and 11 TDs against a tough schedule. The Buckeyes already have beaten No. 12 Notre Dame, No. 16 Penn State and No. 17 Washington.Kanell has been racking up huge passingnumbers even though he hasn’t played much in the second half of Florida State’s seven easy victories. He has thrown 25 TD passes and only six interceptions while completing 73 percent.“His completion percentage has been out­rageous,” Jimmy Burch of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram said. “His numbers just scream off the page.”Because he’s more of a running quarter­back, Frazier doesn’t have eye-popping stats. He has run for nine TDs and passed for 11, but the most important numbers on his resume are 27-1 — his regular-season record as a starter at Nebraska.“He’s the leader of that team, and he’s very consistent,” B.G. Brooks of the Rocky Mountain News said. “If they go undefeated, I think he’s got a good chance to win the Heisman.”Wuerffel and Manning are completing about two-thirds of their passes and they’re both closing in on the 2,000-yard mark.
Neither, however, is the top-rated passer in the Southeastern Conference. They trail South Carolina’s Steve Taneyhill, who in his last three games has thrown for a remark­able 1,090 yards and 12 touchdowns without an interception.Wuerffel’s biggest asset — playing in Steve Spurrier’s “Fun ‘N Gun” offense — may also be his biggest drawback in the Heisman voting. Spurrier’s high-octane offense allows a passer to compile big stats, but the credit usually goes to the coach instead of the quarterback.Manning’s only problem is his age. He’s a sophomore, and no sophomore has won the Heisman.A quick look at the pros and cons of the other contenders:— Davis is the nation’s leading rusher with 189 yards per game but he plays for Iowa State, which is 2-5 and gets little na­tional exposure.— Dunn is averaging 9.4 yards per carry, but he runs only 13 times per game and has to share the spotlight with Kanell.— Hoying is the nation’s leading passer, but Ohio State has been pushing George for the Heisman.— Johnson set an NCAA record with 12 straight 100-yard receiving games, but receivers rarely win the Heisman and his team fizzled on national TV against Notre Dame.— Autry is averaging 150 yards per game and has helped lead Northwestern to its best start since 1962, but he isn’t even the most publicized back in the Big Ten.
